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Chicago Champions

Produced by Casino Connection International

Windy City racino rolls out concrete plans
GAMING IMPACT STATEMENT
WHAT: License bidders’ plans
WHERE: Illinois
WHY: Racetrack bidder says it could
open temporary casino in six months.

T

he day the Illinois Gaming Board
announced seven bidders for the
state’s dormant 10th license with few
details besides bidders’ names and numbers,
the Chicago suburb of Stickney and owners of
the local Hawthorne Race Course galloped
out of the gate complete with press releases
and ex-Chicago Bears football coach Mike
Ditka saying the village is already in the lead
to win the license. With room for a temporary
casino in the track’s grandstand, they claimed,
Stickney could open the Champions racino
within six months.
“We can be the first to market. And we
can do so at the doorstep to Chicago without
cannibalizing Illinois’ existing casinos,” said
Hawthorne President and GM Tim Carey. His
family owns the track and he represents a
development group that includes Altium
Development Group and Merit Management
Group. Merit is headed by former Empress
casino official Joe Canfora.
In final form, the $500 million
Champions Casino & Resort would have a
40,000-square-foot boat-in-a-moat casino
with 1,150 slot machines and 50 gaming
tables. It would also have a 300-room hotel,
numerous restaurants and theaters, an entertainment “district” and a water park, bowling
and an amphitheater. The complex would
employ 1,200 workers.
The facilities are similar to what was
planned for the Emerald Casino in Rosemont
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Joe Canfora (l.), former Empress executive, and Mike Ditka (r.), ex-player and coach with the Chicago Bears,
are principals in the Champions racino very close to Chicago.
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MACAU MALAISE

LV Sands, Melco Crown alter
development plans on Cotai Strip

By Roger Gros

A

s third-quarter gaming revenue fell 10 percent, the major players in Macau are
experiencing difficulties that will impact their financing and development plans.
Las Vegas Sands last week denied a report in the South China Post that it had
decided to scrap plans to borrow almost $5.25 billion to complete the next phase of its
plans for the Cotai Strip, where it plans at least a dozen hotels and casinos at a cost of
more than $12 billion. While a previous offering for $7 billion had been scaled back, a
spokesman for the company said it will go forward with the development on schedule.
“The company at this point would prefer to keep in place current Macau debt terms,
rather than renegotiate an entirely new package,'' Las Vegas Sands spokesman Ron
Reese said. “The company has the option of stepping up planned sales of assets, including shopping malls.”
The next phase of the LVS Cotai Strip development is a 6,400-room hotel complex that
would include Sheraton, Shangri-La, Traders and St. Regis hotels. LVS owns the properties,
which are operated by the hotel companies, but LVS also owns and operates the gaming,
entertainment and retail in all the hotels.
Reports indicated that LV Sands would consider placing its retail space in the developContinued on page 2
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before the Emerald license was revoked and put up for the recent auction. Other plans among the
seven bids reportedly include entertainment complexes, but details were few. They will emerge during
gaming board presentations in the next few weeks.
The Hawthorne-Stickney initial license-fee offer came in at $150 million, the same as Calumet
City (where Canfora is also bidding) and midway down the list topped by Trilliant Gaming’s $435
million Rosemont offer.
Onex Corporation, a Canadian private-equity investor in the Rosemont bid with Trilliant CEO
and former MGM Mirage exec Alex Yemenidjian, finds that village northwest of downtown Chicago
“is right in the middle of some of the best demographics in the United States for a casino.” Onex
Managing Director Timothy Duncanson says no state has more players per slot than Illinois.
Onex is trying to get into gaming in Las Vegas, Macau and smaller venues through Trilliant. It
bid too low to get a Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, license or to take over Canada’s Gateway Casinos
Income Fund, which may have prompted its aggressive Rosemont offer—$210 million more than the
next highest Illinois bid of $225 million for a Waukegan casino.
The Hawthorne developers point out that the 136-acre track, “the oldest sports venue in the
state,” has most necessary permits ready, needs little new infrastructure, and would create 1,200 casino
jobs plus 2,000 more in other facilities. Besides, the track is seven minutes’ drive from Chicago’s
Midway Airport near the city’s west side and major routes to Indiana casinos.
“Hammond, Indiana, is the largest regional draw for gaming entertainment,” says Merit
Management’s Canfora. “Over $720 million is spent out of state every year for lack of a competitive
casino alternative to service the south side of the Chicagoland area. The solution is not another casino
close to the Indiana border, it’s a casino closest to the market that spends this money.”
Ditka, who two years ago appeared in ads that promoted Indiana casinos to Chicagoans, says,
“three-quarters of a billion dollars going to the state of Indiana casinos is silly to me.” Ditka expects to
run a sports bar or restaurant at Champions if Hawthorne wins the license.
Other bids ranged from $60 million to $175 million. They came from Harvey, Des Plaines and
Country Club Hills.
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ments into a property trust that would generate billions of dollars in a fund open to institutional investors.
“It's something we'll look at, whether it's a wholesale fund or a REIT (real estate investment trust),” David Sylvester, the company's head of retail in Asia, told Reuters.
Sylvester said the company would prefer not to sell, but if it did, it would try to maintain a role.
“We don't want to sell them off because we want involvement,” he said. “Obviously we'd
like to have a majority share so we can manage it.”
LVS owns 1.3 million square feet of retail space in its Grand Canal Shoppes at the
Venetian Hotel and the recently opened $1 billion Four Seasons Hotel. It has plans for another
850,000-square-foot shopping mall connected to its other hotel developments.
Seemingly connected to the issues last week, the company received approvals to legally
separate the Four Seasons apartment hotel tower from the rest of the property, clearing the
way for the sale of cooperative interests in the units.
Las Vegas Sands Chairman Sheldon Adelson said the sales would lower the company’s
debt and provide funding for future projects. The company has reservations on 65 units, or 22
percent of the total.
Meanwhile, officials overseeing the $2.4 billion City of Dreams, a massive development of
the Melco Crown company across the street from the Venetian, announced last week that it was
on target to open “during the first half of 2009.”
Daniel Renshaw, an analyst with Merrill Lynch, said, however, that the 1,400-room integrated resort would be unlikely to open before July 1, much later than the previously
announced target of mid-April.
Melco Crown has seen its share of the lucrative VIP market cut in half in recent months following a government edict that capped the payout to the junket operators. The company had
grabbed more than 20 percent of the market by paying the operators as much as 1.5 percent
of the money gambled. Now that the government has capped the payment at 1.25 percent, the
playing field has been leveled and casinos with more amenities and services have caught up.
In addition, the global downturn as seen shares in Melco Crown plummet 83 percent in
less than a year.
Another company responding to plunging share prices in Sociedade de Jogos de Macau
(SJM), the company controlled by gambling magnate Stanley Ho. After an IPO last spring,
share prices have dipped 55 percent, but a spokesman pointed out that it is far less than
other declines.
“You can not control some things in a stock exchange market and all of our competitors era
going throw the same situation has we are,” he said to the Lusa Portuguese news agency.
“Even so, I would say that we are not the most affected ones, since there are some shares who
went down 80 percent of its initial value.”
The spokesman said that the “company's value for the shareholders, the company's will to
develop Macau and to itself as a profitable business is exactly the same as it used to be when
it entered the stock market. So it's worth exactly the same.”
www.ggbmagazine.com
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Guam convention center
needs casino

As the November 4 Guam referendum on casinos development nears, the chairman of the
Committee for Responsible Gaming, E.J. Calvo,
addressed the Rotary Club of Northern Marianas
and displayed a model of the planned casino and
convention center.
The project is from Guam Greyhound owner
Bridge Capital LLC. Proceeds from the venture
would go to supplement budgets for schools,
health care, public safety and law enforcement.
The convention center would be the first part
of the $30 million project. According to Variety,
Calvo told the audience the convention business
would bring in $42 million by 2010. However, he
also said the casino would be needed to subsidize
the 80,000-square-foot property.
The casino would not open until the convention center is completed. Calvo said that the convention center must be open within three years of
the law passing or Greyhound would lose its
gaming license

No FOBTs and more
tax in Ireland

The government committee that will be looking at
creating a legal gaming industry in Ireland will
not be considering the question of fixed-odds betting terminals, or FOBTs.
The machines, colorfully referred to as the
crack cocaine of gambling, are an important contributor to the bottom line in U.K. betting shops.
For now, the outlook that Irish betting shops will
be able to profit from them is not good.
Meanwhile, Bloomberg reports that the Irish
government will double the tax on betting operators from the current 1 percent to 2 percent.
The increase could be enough to drive some
operators out of business.
David Hood, William Hill director of racing
and public relations, said, “It may make the ownership of some betting shops in Ireland unsustainable and could lead to redundancies.”

New casino, GSM lottery
for Rwanda

Lottery operator Lotto Rwanda has opened the
first casino in the African nation and followed
almost immediately with a signed agreement to
offer lottery tickets for sale by mobile phone.
The New Times reported the Casino Kigali
would begin operations in the Top Tower Hotel in
Kacyiru in the third week of October.
Lotto Rwanda Director General Philip Brizoua
said the casino is one of many innovations on the
way to “… creating and maintaining world class
and responsible gaming experience which will be
a tool in promoting entertainment on the
Rwandan market.
The GSM ticket sales agreement was signed
with network provider Rwandatel and Tilia
Games. The tickets will cost 300 Rwanda francs
each, about $0.55, and pay a jackpot of 30 million francs, about $55,000.

I N T E RN ATIONAL
U.K.:
Change and change again
he 2005 Gambling Act that came into force a

T

year ago was supposed to transform the outmod- GAMING IMPACT STATEMENT
ed British gaming industry into a vibrant, profWHAT: Gaming climate
itable actor in the leisure sector. When that didn’t happen,
WHERE: United Kingdom
it was only a matter of time before legislators and operators WHY: Dissatisfaction with the new
had another go at it.
Gaming Act spurs rethink among
The Conservative Party is taking the opportunity to
officials and operators.
propose its own changes to gaming legislation, reports the
Evening Standard. The proposals seem intended to limit the availability and popularizing of most modern forms of gaming while increasing the offering to a specific localized clientele.
Tobias Ellwood, shadow gambling minister for the Conservatives, said that a Conservative-led government would reverse what it sees as dangerous changes introduced by the Gambling Act 2005.
Among the dangers cited is the ability of players to use a credit card for online gambling and relaxed
advertising regulations for casinos, bookmakers and online betting sites.
“Gaming must be seen as a form of entertainment where you’re likely to lose money, rather than
win,” Ellwood said.
The minister does support expanding the low-stakes slot machine offering, however. The current
Category 3 machines located in bingo halls and arcades have maximum stakes of £1 and a jackpot of
£500. The Conservative plan would raise the maximum stake to £2 and the jackpot accordingly. In
addition, the total number of machines allowed would be increased by 20 percent.
Ellwood said the increased number of Category 3 machines would keep people from playing the
supposedly more dangerous fixed-odds betting terminals.
The Evening Standard article says the proposal follows increased calls to a national gambling hotline,
claiming calls were up last year from 30,000 to 38,000 and that 7 percent of callers owed more than
£100,000. However, the Gamcare report was for all of 2007 while the new Gaming Act was in force
only the last four months of that year.
The report also shows only 25 percent of callers revealed their debt level, and of those, between 6
percent and 7 percent reported either debt over £100,000 or bankruptcy.
Meanwhile, the Gala Coral group is out to revamp the operators’ representation industry. Its first act
has been to withdraw from the British Casino Association, Bingo Association, Remote Gambling
Association and the Association of British Bookmakers.
According to a report in the Times Online, Gala Coral, which has operations in several gaming sectors, wants to see a new, single trade association that will represent the entire industry.
Rank Group, another multiple-discipline operator, is said to support the single-association concept
but is not currently taking any action.

Newew legislation
Baltic
boundaries
scheduled to take effect at the

N

start of 2009 will mandate the registration of
GAMING IMPACT STATEMENT
all those who enter a casino in Estonia.
WHAT: Casino legislation
In 2010, casinos will need to have a minimum of
WHERE: Estonia
40 slot machines to be in operation, instead of the curWHY: Changes in the regulations
rent eight. For a table-game license, a minimum of five
will affect the entrance policy, size
tables will be required. The changes are partly seen as
and location of casinos.
needed to reduce what some consider to be too many
casinos in too many residential locations. The 2010 legislation will also bar casinos from locating
inside apartment houses—where some small slot operations can currently be found—and near
schools or youth centers. The new regulations are expected to force a number of smaller operations to close. How many that is expected to be, and when, depends on the source.
Baltic Business News reports that Tõnis Rüütel, head of the Estonian association of gaming
operators, believes only half of the 150 gaming locations will be around after next year.
Rüütel said that 18 locations had closed in the last month alone, saying, “People are spending
less money on entertainment because of the economic situation and this shows in the companies’
balance sheets.”
A Finance Ministry official said that according to estimates, up to 20 gaming locations could
close due to the new restrictions. However, the official noted that the number of slots had
increased by 70 percent over the last two to three years.
A statement from Estonian operator Olympic Casinos said that the regulation has been needed for some time and that the result will be clearer rules for both casino operators and the government. The current legislation allows too much
room for interpretation, the statement said.
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COMPANY

LARGE CAP
Las Vegas Sands
MGM MIRAGE
Wynn Resorts
Average
MID CAP
Ameristar
Trump Entertainment
Boyd Gaming
Isle of Capri
MTR Gaming
Penn National
Pinnacle Entertainment
Dover Downs Entertainment
Melco Crown Entertainment

WEEK

MKT. CAP 10/22/08 SHARES 10/15/08 12/31/07 WKLY.
OUT*
% CHG.
PRICE
PRICE
($MIL)

YTD.
% CHG.

TICKER

HI/LO

LVS
MGM
WYNN

$10.66-$148.76
$11.76-$95.66
$44.37-$176.14

4,161
3,541
5,212
4,305

$11.71
$12.44
$46.39

355
285
112

$10.94
$14.98
$49.30

$103.05
$84.02
$112.13

7.0%
-17.0%
-5.9%
-5.3%

-88.6%
-85.2%
-58.6%
-77.5%

ASCA
TRMP
BYD
ISLE
MNTG
PENN
PNK
DDE
MPEL

$5.21-$32.87
$0.55-$8.66
$4.44-$42.85
$3.86-$20.74
$2.18-$8.90
$13.73-$62.30
$3.85-$29.41
$5.65-$12.56
$2.31-$17.05

382
26
427
134
63
1,258
276
193
1,808

$6.60
$0.64
$4.85
$4.33
$2.20
$14.20
$4.52
$6.12
$4.10

58
40
88
31
29
89
61
32
441

$6.00
$0.57
$5.78
$4.53
$3.03
$15.26
$4.65
$6.16
$3.01

$27.54
$4.30
$34.07
$13.77
$6.79
$59.55
$23.56
$11.25
$11.56

10.0%
12.0%
-16.1%
-4.4%
-27.4%
-6.9%
-2.8%
-0.6%
36.2%

-76.0%
-85.1%
-85.8%
-68.6%
-67.6%
-76.2%
-80.8%
-45.6%
-64.5%

0.0%

-72.2%

Average

345

VENUE MANAGEMENT
Magna Entertainment
Churchill Downs Ent

MECA
CHDN

$1.01-$57.00
$29.06-$57.55

183
418

$1.70
$32.36

107
13

$1.25
$31.83

19.40
53.97

36.0%
1.7%

-91.2%
-40.0%

LOTTERY/VENUE/PARI-MUTUEL
Scientific Games
Global Cash Access

SGMS
GCA

$15.50-$38.26
$2.75-$10.40

1,611
257

$17.06
$3.10

94
83

$16.00
$2.94

33.25
6.06

6.6%
5.4%

-48.7%
-48.8%

$15.74-$52.83
$11.30-$49.41
$0.38-$5.40
$18.55-$41.23
$3.00-$15.14

995
3,713
21
1,148
108
1,197

$19.08
$11.66
$0.43
$18.88
$3.08

52
318
50
61
35

$22.31
$12.24
$0.42
$21.12
$3.05

$49.72
$43.93
$2.48
$36.64
$11.99

-14.5%
-4.7%
2.4%
-10.6%
1.0%
-5.3%

-61.6%
-73.5%
-82.7%
-48.5%
-74.3
-68.1%

$907.84
$8,577.91
$1,628.33

$1,468.36
$13,264.82
$2,652.28

-1.2%
-0.7%

-38.9%
-35.8%

-0.9%

-37.9%

-5.9%

-74.2%

MANUFACTURING
Bally Gaming Technologies
BYI
IGT
Intl Game Tech
Progressive GamingInt
PGIC
WMS Industries Inc.
WMS
Shuffle Master Inc.
SHFL
Average
INDICES
SPX
SPX
INDU
INDU
COMP
COMPQ

$896.78
$8,519.21
$1,615.75

AAverage
Dow Jones Casino

$203.56

^DJUSCA

*Shares amounts in millions
www.ggbmagazine.com
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$216.39

$789.71

Fantini’s Finance

Bearing With It

Economic recession and its impact on gaming stocks

I

nvestor focus has started to shift from financial crisis to economic recession. The question for gaming investors is what impact will
that have on casino stocks.
The bear case is obvious. Unemployed people
have less money to gamble away. Those worried
about becoming unemployed won’t be in a
spending mood. All those Wall Street types and
corporate executives not receiving year-end
bonuses won’t be buying $300 per couple meals
at mega resorts.
The size of the negative impact will depend
on the depth and length of the recession.
But a case can be made that casinos have
seen their worst hits from what can be called the
consumer recession of the past year when high
oil and grocery prices sapped wallets and the
bursting of the mortgage bubble broke the
home equity piggy bank.
In addition, casino companies have been cutting
both operating costs and expansion plans, though
many didn’t have much choice on the latter.
There is a problem in Las
Vegas because of the new
mega resorts under construction and opening in an environment where there are not
enough free-spending customers even for the existing
properties.
But elsewhere in the US,
casino expansion has pretty
much ground to a halt,
though there will be several
casino openings in
Pennsylvania over the next
couple years, plus the longawaited Aqueduct slot parlor
in New York.
One frequently
expressed view is that investors should begin
buying stocks because markets rise six months
before an economic turn around, and they
often jump fast, leaving out late-comers.
We aren’t economists, but question that view
given that this is really a debt correction, not an
inventory correction, that may take a long while
to work out.
So, where do gaming investors turn?
Perhaps bonds. The notes of some very sound
companies, like Wynn Las Vegas, are yielding 12
percent and 13 percent interest and have potentially big price returns when the economy does recover. And if that takes years rather than months,
earning 12 percent while waiting isn’t bad.
Investors have to be careful. Wynn is a solid
name with manageable debt, free cash, and a
high-end niche and reputation likely to keep it
going strong. Others, with higher debt and less
certain franchises are riskier. And if there is anything we’ve learned in the past year, it is that
debt risk matters.
But there are other casino companies to con-

sider. Ameristar also has
a strong portfolio of
properties and says it is
committed to paying
down debt once its last
expansion project, the
Black Hawk hotel tower,
is completed.
Pinnacle has had
some rough times, but
by Frank Fantini
also owns a portfolio of
steady performers. Trump is viewed speculatively,
but if it can fill its new Taj Mahal hotel tower
and/or sell Trump Marina, Trump will comfortably service its debt, providing big rewards to
note holders, both in yield and potential price
appreciation.
If we were tempted to put new money into
stocks, it might be the suppliers.
The casino expansions in Las Vegas may
burn operators, but they grow the market for
suppliers. Maryland looks like a lock to legalize
15,000 slots. And there
will be the Pennsylvania
and New York slot
machines.
Slot floors are
starting to age, and as
technology evolves, even
casinos cutting costs will
need slots with 3-D
screens, and many of the
features offered by serverbase gaming, if not full
server-based systems
themselves.
Finally, slot companies are emphasizing products that increase productivity and reduce expenses.
An interesting company in that regard is
Shuffle Master. Another is a Canadian micro
cap, DEQ Systems. Shuffle Master and DEQ
table-game bonusing products have the potential to at least boost casino revenues, if not revolutionize table pits.
Shuffle Master also has developed a hybrid
live dealer-electronic table game that it will debut
next month at G2E.
That product alone may create a new revenue
stream for Shuffle Master adding to its card shufflers, live tables and electronic tables.
The bottom line: this is a time for caution,
maybe for seeking value in stocks and bonds of
select casino companies, and perhaps keeping an
eye on select suppliers.

‘There is a problem in Las
Vegas because of the new
mega resorts under
construction and opening
in an environment where
there are not enough freespending customers even for
the existing properties.’

Frank Fantini is the editor and publisher of
Fantini’s Gaming Report. A free 30-day trial subscription is available by calling toll free: 1-866683-4357 or online at
www.gaminginvestments.com.
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I N D I A NG A M I N G
Rate cut, two casinos end
Michigan compact feud GAMING
IMPACT STATEMENT
WHAT: Compact exclusivity

M

ichigan’s Pokagon Band of Potawatomi
WHERE: Michigan
Indians sees the revenue-sharing rate for its
WHY: State makes concessions to
3,000-slot Four Winds Casino drop 25 perrestore Pokagon revenue payments.
cent and gets rights to build two 1,000-slot casinos
under an amended gaming compact that settles a long dispute between the tribe and state.
The tribe had refused to share any revenue from its 14-month-old casino in New Buffalo
Township, claiming its exclusive compact rights to electronic gaming were violated by the state’s Club
Keno lottery game.
The tribe’s exclusivity right vanishes under the new agreement, and state receives an immediate
$15 million payment toward its annual revenue share.
Revenue sharing from the $430 million Four Winds, set at eight percent in the original 1998
compact, will be 6 percent in the new pact, which was extended 10
years to 2028. Pokagon will give the state 8 percent of revenue
from the smaller “satellite” casinos it is now permitted on its trust
land near Hartford and near its Dowagiac-area headquarters.
Pokagon spokesman Tom Shields said “details and plans are a
long way off ” for the new casinos. Each requires local consent.
The compact also allows annual instead of semi-annual payments to the state and the Local Revenue Sharing Board in Berrien
County, which gets two percent of net slot revenue.
The compact calls for recasting the LRSB to satisfy Pokagon
concerns about how it had been structured to allocate funds to several communities or agencies. Once it is set up with representatives from Berrien County, the City of New Buffalo, New Buffalo
Township, the tribe and a group of other local governments affected by the compact, the tribe will release $5 million it has been
holding in escrow for the board.
Although announced last week, the compact amendments were
A Michigan lottery game gave Pokagons signed by Governor Jennifer Granholm in mid-August. They
required no legislative ratification. U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs
leverage in compact negotiations.
approval followed September 27, and the new compact takes effect
upon imminent publication in the Federal Register.
The state settled other Club Keno disagreements earlier this year with the Little River Band of
Ottawa Indians and the Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians.

Opponents bid to shut
down Seneca casino

T

GAMING IMPACT STATEMENT
WHAT: Casino lawsuit
WHERE: Upstate New York
WHY: Senecas face shutdown of
Buffalo casino in new challenge.

wo months after a federal judge ruled that gambling is illegal at the Seneca’s temporary casino in
downtown Buffalo, the games go on as usual.
Now the group Citizens Against Casino Gambling is taking the tribe back to court, calling the
continued operations “a mockery of the law.”
Attorney Neil Murray, who represents the casino opponents, says the National Indian Gaming
Commission has “dragged its feet and given lip service to (Judge William Skretny’s) order, but in
reality has done just about everything in its power to allow the Senecas to continue gambling.”
Skretny ruled against the Senecas in July, saying the gaming commission’s approval of the Buffalo
casino was “arbitrary, capricious and not in accordance with the law.” He ordered the commission to
“carry out its congressionally mandated obligations” and decide whether the casino should be shut down.
In September, the NIGC issued a notice of violation to the tribe, but it was not enforced. The
Senecas were to have submitted a new gambling ordinance to the commission for approval by
October 15, but withdrew it a day before the deadline. When no explanation was forthcoming,
Murray told the Buffalo News he thinks the tribe may realize there is “no legal justification of any
kind for gambling.”
Citing the poor economy, Seneca Gaming has meanwhile ceased construction on the permanent
Buffalo Creek Casino after spending $46 million on the $333 million project. It was scheduled to
open in 2010.

www.ggbmagazine.com
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Class II not out
of the woods?

Gaming tribes with bingo machines are
hustling to make those Class II games
comply with new National Indian
Gaming Commission
Standards for independent laboratory testing, random ball drops and probabilities on odds, according to Indian
Country Today.
NIGC released final Technical
Standards for Class II Games in
September as it announced formal withdrawal of proposed regulations that
would have categorized advanced
bingo machines as Class III slot
machines. The change would have
made some machines illegal to use
except under state gaming compacts
that probably would have imposed revenue sharing on them.
But all bingo devices could be marked
as Class III if they don’t meet the three new
technical standards 30 days after those
rules were published in the Federal
Register, says ICT. Its report cites former
NIGC Chief of Staff Joe Valandra. NIGC
or even the U.S. Justice Department could
impose fines or other actions against
operators with noncompliant machines,
although Valandra says suits could be
filed against the new standards.
Valandra also notes that the latest
cost-benefit analysis of the Class II proposals showed they would have had an
economic impact of $98 million, just
below the trigger point for congressional
review that could have stymied what
NIGC wanted in place.
In the paper’s words, “Not only was
the figure close enough to the threshold
to raise questions, Valandra said, but it
also derived from factual errors and
false assumptions. “Anyone knowledgeable about Class II gaming would recognize significant errors.”

Feds to decide on
Seminole casino taxes

The Seminole Tribe’s new casino could
avoid paying taxes to the city of Coconut
Creek, Florida or surrounding Broward
County if Department of the Interior officials decide to take the Seminole-owned
public land into Indian trust.
Right now, the tribe owns 50 acres in
Coconut Creek, and is proposing to build a
new casino on the land. However, only 4.8 of
those acres are protected, meaning the casino would have to obey city codes and pay
taxes like all other business in Coconut Creek.
The Seminole Tribe recently petitioned
the Department of the Interior to take the
50 acres into federal trust. The city of
Coconut Creek has filed its own petition
with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, alleging

that the new resort would create traffic
problems and negatively impact the surrounding area.

Arizona casino
‘tops off’ hotel

The $400 million Casino Arizona Resort
& Spa’s 15-story hotel tower crossed a
symbolic boundary last week when the
Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indians celebrated the final steel beam with a “topping off” ceremony.
When completed in December 2009
the hotel will have 497 rooms. Construction
started in January. The casino, east of
Scottsdale, will have 240,000 square feet
of gaming, 800 slot machines, 50 gaming
tables, off-track betting, 50,000 square feet
of meeting space, a spa, eight restaurants,
an entertainment venue that seats 750 near
an existing golf course.
The tribe is the last of the eligible gaming tribes in Arizona to build a casino. But
it is also considered to be the best to take
advantage of proximity to three towns,
Scottsdale, Tempe and Mesa.
The building comes at a time that the
state’s casino industry is coping with a
weak economy. Revenues are down 7
percent over the previous year. That
means $2 million less collected in state
taxes, as well.
Representatives of the state’s gaming
industries met last week during a two-day
conference put on by the Arizona Indian
Gaming Association on the Ft. McDowell
Indian reservation. One of the main topics
was to help customers afford to get to the
casinos by doing things like offering busing to get them there.

Seneca officials under
investigation

He expected to be fired, so Bergal Mitchell
III recently resigned as vice chairman of
Seneca Gaming. Mitchell is the subject of
a federal investigation into a $2.1 million
land purchase by the tribe for the Hickory
Stick golf course in Lewiston, New York.
At issue in the case is $500,000 to
$900,000 that may have been skimmed
during the process. Mitchell, Lewiston
attorney Michael Dowd, and Dowd’s former partner Timothy Toohey have all hired
top defense attorneys.
Dowd first acquired the land for a
municipal golf course, but turned to the
Senecas when the town passed on the
deal. The tribe plans to use the $25 million course—due to open in 2009—for
high rollers at the Seneca Niagara Casino
& Hotel.
The FBI recently raided Dowd's law
office and seized documents related to the
land sale. Toohey’s law license has been
suspended due to a federal tax conviction.

I N D I A NG A M I N G
Info urged on gaming tribes’ solvency

S

tandard & Poor’s has downgraded financial ratings of 19 commercial casino operators this year, GAMING IMPACT STATEMENT
WHAT: Financial stability
but only three gaming tribes. Six of those commercial operators defaulted on loans this year, but none WHERE: Nationwide
WHY: Indian gaming financing may sufof the tribal gamers did.
Despite those indications of gaming tribes’ relative fer in credit crunch despite strong returns.
solvency, they may face increasing difficulty finding
financing, said Frank King, managing director of tribal banking for Merrill Lynch, in a conference call
sponsored by the Native American Finance Officers Association.
“Difficult times in corporate gaming are going to have a significant impact on tribes’ ability to
borrow,” King said. “Investors tend to like to throw the baby out with the bathwater. Corporate gaming has placed some pretty big bets in the last couple of years, and they look like they’re going to lose
on those bets.”
In the same call, NAFOA President Bill Lomax explained, “The biggest problem is that when a
bank seeks an investor to participate in a bond issuance, the investors will often ask for some type of
comparable entity so that they can use that comparable as a benchmark when they try to assess the
risk of the investment.
“Comparables are readily available in Las Vegas and Atlantic City and elsewhere,” Lomax said, “because
corporate entities typically have to disclose financial information to their shareholders or regulators.”
Lomax continued, “Tribes do not disclose financial information to the wider world and thus there
is no comparable information for an investor to use to make an informed decision concerning the risk
of the investment. A lack of information about risk will always lead to the investor requiring a higher
return on their investment.”
Lomax urged starting regional gathering of financial information by an independent group to
provide comparable data for potential lenders. That could lead to lower financing costs for tribes, he
predicted, provide benchmarks for tribal gamers to measure their casinos’ performance, and highlight
differences between tribal and commercial gaming.
King noted that most tribes are fiscally conservative, often face less competition and pressure
for growth than commercial gamers, and shun moves such as leveraged buyouts. Such factors sent
many gaming tribes into the present economic downturn with better balance sheets than their
commercial counterparts.
S&P credit analyst Craig Parmelee expects casino operators’ loan default rates to rise to about five
percent by August 2009, almost double the past 12 months’ average. Some forecasts see default rates
up to nine percent by next summer, he said during the call.

California casino begins high-rise hotel

V

alley View Casino held a groundbreaking Monday for its adult-only hotel that will feature
lavish suites, expanded guest service and luxury amenities. Designed by JMA Architecture
Studios, the hotel will feature 161 suites, including 16–1,000-square- foot luxury suites and
one 2,000-square-foot penthouse.
It is being built to serve existing guests who want to stay all night. It will be the third San
Diego casino to have a hotel.
“Our guests have been asking for a hotel and now we are extremely pleased to be able
to not only deliver that to them but exceed their wildest expectations,” commented Mike
Gorczynski, general manager, as shovels tossed aside the first dirt removed from the site.
There will also be a 5,000-square-foot spa; 3,500-square-foot fitness center; infinity
edge pool with cabana service; a new lobby bar and lounge; gift shop; event center and a new
Asian restaurant.
Because of guest services and amenities, the casino anticipates that the resort will
become a luxury destination for high-rollers, discriminating
travelers and the entertainment industry.
This marks the third major expansion project for Valley
View Casino. In December 2007 Valley View Casino completed a $114 million expansion of the casino adding
additional gaming and dining space.
Last June construction began on its smoke-free casino
addition and live poker room that will open December 19.
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Delaware North takes Aqueduct sweepstakes

T

he long unresolved slot situation at Aqueduct
GAMING IMPACT STATEMENT
Raceway in New York City was resolved last week WHAT: VLT operations
when Delaware North was chosen for the track’s
WHERE: New York
gaming license.
WHY: Delaware North wins contract
After seven years of uncertainty, the desperate financial
to run slots at Aqueduct.
situation of the state of New York forced the legislature’s
hand. Delaware North will contribute an upfront payment of $370 million to operate the facility. In addition, the Buffalo, New York-based company will build an addition to the track that will include a 328,000square-foot gaming floor with 4,500 video slot machines, a 500-room hotel, a spa, a 60,000-square-foot conference center, a 3,000-seat events center and up to 30,000 square feet of retail space. Construction will begin
early next year and should be completed by mid-2010.
Aqueduct is potentially the most lucrative of all the racino locations in New York. Located in the Queens
section of New York City on Long Island, the only other racino in the city is Empire Slots at Yonkers
Raceway in the city’s northern borough. Delaware North also runs a racino in Saratoga Springs.
MGM Mirage had first won the license for Aqueduct seven years ago but backed away as the state’s taxes
and fees spiraled over 70 percent. And political machinations that also caused second thoughts by MGM
were present during the current negotiations. But the severe financial hardship facing state government overcame those issues.
Governor David Paterson said it was all about the money. “This deal will provide a critical revenue
stream—especially given the financial crisis that is
battering our state and nation,” he said.
Delaware North’s upfront cash far outweighed
that of the other two bidders: $250 million by S.L.
Green Realty Trust/Hard Rock Entertainment and
$100 million by Capital Play Inc./Mohegan Sun.
In addition to the upfront fee, New York stands
to clear more than $10.3 billion over the next 30
years. The project will created more than 1,000 conDelaware North plans a huge addition struction jobs and a similar number of permanent
to New York’s Aqueduct Raceway. jobs in a distressed area of New York City.

Smoking ban slams AC

A

GAMING IMPACT STATEMENT
WHAT: Smoking ban
WHERE: Atlantic City
WHY: Casinos hope for one-year
reprieve, while a full ban goes into
effect for 10 days.

tlantic City Council will vote this week to enforce
the anti-smoking ordinance it approved in April, or
postpone the 100-percent casino smoking ban for a
year. The full ban was slated to take effect October 15, but as
the date approached, council responded to industry concerns
about a huge economic impact, and voted for the delay. Because it did not act fast enough to stop the original ordinance from kicking in, the full ban was put in place as scheduled.
If council votes as expected on Tuesday to table the total ban, the casinos will return to a partial ban, in
which smokers can light up in 25 percent of the gaming space.
Casino executives have long feared that a full ban will drive smokers to nearby markets with less strict
smoking restrictions (Pennsylvania) or none at all (Connecticut). On top of the current economic crisis, they
say a full ban could spell disaster for the city’s struggling casinos, which posted a 15 percent decline in yearover-year revenues in September.
“Given the economic climate, I think (Council) is going to do the right thing,” Tropicana President
Mark Giannantonio told the Atlantic City Press. “Thirty percent of our customers are smokers. You can't
have that type of erosion in this city.”
Mark Juliano, Trump Entertainment CEO, told the Press he strolled by the Asian gaming pit shortly
after the temporary ban took effect.
“There was not one customer,” Juliano said. “Not one.”
“Hopefully on the 27th we'll have the same 5-4 vote and, pardon the pun, we'll get some breathing
room,” Juliano added.
The Associated Press reports that none of the city’s casinos would reveal their revenue figures during the
temporary ban. But Ed Jones, a beverage server at Harrah's Atlantic City, said his casino has not lost customers due to the temporary ban.
“I work in what had been the smoking section, and that room is just as full as when they had smoking
there,” Jones told the AP.
Meantime, most of the city’s casinos were prepared for the expected ban, with special lounges in place to
accommodate smoking patrons.
www.ggbmagazine.com
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Trop sale halted

On October 15, New Jersey regulators
called a moratorium on any negotiations to
buy the Tropicana Casino & Resort in
Atlantic City, at least until the end of the
month. Now the state Supreme Court, a
Delaware bankruptcy court, the casino’s former owners and harried bond holders have
more time to argue about what should be
done with the property.
Trustee Gary S. Stein was prepared to
present Cordish Company as the lead bidder for the casino and hotel, owned by
Tropicana Entertainment LLC until it lost its
license last December. Then the Supreme
Court agreed to hear an appeal by
Tropicana Entertainment, which contends
that the commission wrongly revoked its
casino license. New CEO Scott Butera adds
that under new management and with a
new board, the company should have a second chance to run the show at the landmark
Boardwalk casino.
The Cordish Company has offered
$700 million for the property, with an extra
$100 million earmarked for upgrades.
Other parties could still submit higher bids.
Stein cannot sell the casino or entertain
further offers until after the commissioners
meet on October 29.

Road to Margaritaville
gets longer

Entertainer Jimmy Buffett and his company,
Margaritaville of Atlantic City LLC, will be
required to obtain a full gaming license from
the state of New Jersey in connection with his
partnership with Coastal Marina LLC.
Coastal Marina is in the process of purchasing Trump Marina for $316 million,
with the plan to convert the resort into a
Margaritaville-branded casino hotel.
Buffett, whose company Jimmy Buffett’s
Margaritaville, Inc. owns the rights to the
brand, signed a partnership agreement with
Coastal in connection with the venture.
Buffett asked the New Jersey Casino
Control Commission whether Margaritaville
of Atlantic City LLC, an affiliate of Jimmy
Buffett’s Margaritaville set up as Coastal’s
partner, would need a full license or could
apply for a casino industry service license,
a vendor’s license which is less expensive
and has less stringent requirements than a
full operator’s license.
According to a source at the commission, a
review of the partnership agreement revealed
that Buffett’s company will have influence over
certain management decisions and a say in
some of the casino’s day-to-day operations. For
that reason, the commission decided Buffett
and his company must be fully licensed.
Buffett and his company will undergo
New Jersey’s typically thorough background
check before the commission will approve his
licensing, and ultimately, the partnership to
transform the Marina into Margaritaville.

Maryland study:
Slot estimates high

A new study by researchers at the
University of Maryland suggests that the
estimates of slot revenues by Governor
Martin O’Malley’s team may be inflated.
O’Malley has estimated that slots will
provide up to $600 million a year for education. The researchers say that would
require the state to capture all revenues
currently spent outside the state at slot parlors in neighboring states, which may not
be the case. This would need to be added
to new gambling at a rate of 150 percent
above current levels, the study said.
The researchers also contend that losses to the state lottery from the implementation of slots should be figured into the net
proceeds to education.
Taking these factors into account, the
study estimates that the actual incremental
revenue from slot machines, should voters
approve the legalization of 15,000 slots at
five designated locations around the state,
could be as low as $333 million.
The report came at a time anti-slot
forces are pointing to an estimated $800
budget deficit in saying slots are not the
answer to the state’s woes. “It's not going
to help the deficit,” state Comptroller Peter
Franchot, an ardent slot foe, said during a
radio interview last week. “We are going
to have $1 billion deficits as far as the eye
can see with or without slots.”
O’Malley, speaking at a meeting of the
Board of Public Works—which includes
Franchot—shot back, “We all agree it
would be far, far, far, far worse if slots revenues are not available to us.”

Landry’s CEO proposes
purchase of company

Tilman Ferttita, CEO and controlling partner
of Landry’s Restaurants, recently made a
second offer to purchase the remaining
shares of the company he oversees.
Ferttita’s second offer is lower than his
first, primarily because the company’s worth
has decreased because of the economic crisis and recent hurricanes that have damaged several Southern properties.
The first offer was valued at $339 million. The second proposes to buy the company at $13.50 per share—only $218 million. According to recent numbers from the
New York Stock Exchange, Landry’s
Restaurants, which includes restaurant properties across the country and the Golden
Nugget hotel-casino brand in Las Vegas, is
actually worth approximately $185 million.
According to the Houston Chronicle,
Ferttita, who already owns 39 percent of the
company, was able to secure new financing
from banks in order to make his second
offer. Ferttita needs 12 percent of shareholder support for the deal to go through.

U N I T E DS TAT E S
Philly Foxwoods moves forward

T

he city of Philadelphia is demonstrating that things GAMING IMPACT STATEMENT
may be decidedly easier for the planned slot casino
WHAT: Planned slot casino
that is working with officials than the one holding
WHERE: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
out for its original plan.
WHY: City officials gave zoning
Foxwoods Philadelphia, which is now planned for a
approval for Foxwoods Philadelphia.
downtown location next to a high-end mall after its owners
agreed to city demands it move from its original riverfront
location, received the first necessary approval from city officials—a zoning change.
The city Planning Commission agreed to a zoning change that will allow Foxwoods to build its
casino at the Gallery at Market East shopping mall.
The quick approval stood in stark contrast to the stonewalling tactics the city has employed for
two years to stall the projects by refusing to grant zoning permits and other needed approvals, despite
two orders from the state Supreme Court to expedite all approvals.
While local residents showed up at the hearing to object to the process “moving too fast,” the
planning board gave the approval in a 4-1 vote, It is the first of several planning approvals the project will need before ground can be broken. City Council will vote on the issue at a public hearing
on November 1.
Council will vote to approve the creation of a commercial entertainment district, or CED, for the
Gallery site. The project would place the casino in multiple levels above the gallery, in space that
includes unleased square footage of the mall. Long-term plans for the site have in the past included two
skyscrapers to be built on top of the mall.
Foxwoods was one of two casinos approved by the state Gaming Control Board for Philadelphia’s
Delaware River waterfront. The original plans had the support of former Mayor John Street, but not of
city council. Council members cited bitter opposition from nearly half of their constituents to placing
casinos on the waterfront, and stalled in necessary approvals.
Council garnered the support of state Senator Vincent Fumo and other lawmakers in trying to
convince the owners of Foxwoods and the other license, SugarHouse, to move their projects off the
waterfront. The lawmakers threatened to introduce legislation to revoke the tax credits for the casino
owners included in the 2004 gaming law if they refused to move. In September, Foxwoods announced
that it was willing to look at other sites, and after discussions with city and state officials, arrived at the
Market East site.
SugarHouse officials, meanwhile, have maintained they will not move from their state-approved
riverfront site.

Caesars Palace tops off sixth tower

J

ust days after Harrah’s Entertainment CFO Jonathan Halkyard denied that the company
planned to shut down construction on
the expansion of Caesars Palace, casino
President Gary Selesner held a “topping off”
ceremony on the property’s sixth and most
luxurious tower. The new 23-story, 665-room
Octavius Tower will include 594 hotel guest
rooms and 71 suites. The luxury suites in the
casino’s last expansion, the Augustus Tower,
are some of the most requested in town,
according Selesner. The Octavius Tower is
scheduled to open in the summer of 2009.
“This ceremony not only marks a significant construction milestone for the $1 billion
expansion of Caesars Palace, but with the
addition of the expanded convention center Caesars President Gary Selesner (l.) and VP
Operations John Unwin sign the beam that
and Garden of the Gods pool complex, it
will grow the opportunities for more visitors topped off the new Octavius Tower.
to experience Caesars Palace and Las
Vegas,” said Selesner.
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They Said It!

“

Goods & Services

If it keeps going forward, we’ll sit in front of
bulldozers if we have to.
—Debbie Wei of Philadelphia’s Chinatown,
who opposes a Foxwoods casino there

”

“

Post the era of using homes as ‘piggy banks’ and
overspending as a nation at every level, we believe a
new era of national thrift is before us. We believe
last week’s activities in the stock market have caused
too much psychological damage and the general
public has been traumatized by these events. We
believe Americans will be forced, if not at their own
volition, to reduce household debt.
—Andrew Zarnett, a bond analyst with
Deutsche Bank, in a report to investors

”

“

Companies don't go bankrupt because of
earnings not meeting expectations but rather just
by running out of cash. It is our primary interest
now in running this company that we don't run
out of cash.
—Harrah’s Entertainment CFO Jonathan
Halkyard to the Las Vegas Review Journal, dismissing rumors that his company was headed for bankruptcy

”

“

Our location is the best one available. We are
quietly confident.
—Mike Gathagan, spokesman for
Maryland’s Laurel Park racetrack, on the prospect
of another location in Anne Arundel County being
granted a slot license should the November 4
referendum, which notes only counties, pass

”

“

New York’s racing industry is in trouble. The
state of New York needs to quickly identify the
most qualified bidder to operate VLTs at
Aqueduct and seriously consider VLTs at Belmont
Park. This bidder must have the capability to create a true regional tourist destination that can
attract other ancillary retail and entertainment
business, which would ultimately raise the revenue needed to help curtail future state and local
tax increases.
—New York state Senator William Larkin,
urging expansion of video lottery terminals
at the state’s racetracks to battle competition
from expanded Indian casinos

”

“

I suspect in the next Congress there will be a
lot of activity. With the budget situation the way it
is, you can be sure that members of Congress will
be looking for new sources of revenue.
—Frank J. Fahrenkopf, Jr., president and
CEO of the American Gaming Association, on a possible federal review of the legality of internet gambling

”

“

The current regulation is not enough. We support the project to write and eventually present an
initiative for a new law in the Congress.
—Alfonso Pérez Lizaur, president of the
Mexican Association of Games and Draws Licensees,
responding to a question from Yogonet.com after the
announcement from Armando García Méndez, coordinator of the Subcommission of Games and Draws of
the Chamber of Representatives, of his intention to
write a new law to regulate games of chance

www.ggbmagazine.com
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PokerTek, Lightning settle lawsuit

P

okerTek, Inc. and Lightning Gaming have
settled the litigation over the automated
poker games the two vendors produce. Lighting
Gaming had filed lawsuit against PokerTek,
alleging that PokerTek’s PokerPro automated
poker table infringed against Lightning’s patents
for its Lightning Poker game.
The two vendors reportedly reached a
mutually agreeable settlement. The terms of the
settlement are confidential, but both parties
have dropped all pending litigation.
“We’re pleased to put these matters behind
us,” commented PokerTek CEO Chris
Halligan. “We’re focused on building a great
business at PokerTek.”

GLI holds Canadian
regulator conference

G

aming Laboratories International hosted
nearly 30 regulators from across Canada for
a Canadian Regulators Roundtable. The event,
held in Winnipeg, Manitoba, included a mix of
speakers from the industry and from GLI.
Highlights from the conference included a
discussion of emerging technologies, a presentation on server-based gaming,, and an examination of the regulatory ramifications of mobile
gaming, including games played on cell phones
and hand-held devices.
“Our clients tell us that our roundtable
series is extremely important to them,” said GLI
Development Representative and Training
Coordinator Mike Capen. “We held our annual
North American Roundtable earlier this year,
and there were Canadian regulators who were
not able to attend. So we staged this event to
give them a chance to hear the information, and
to get the very latest information available.”

Cherokee Nation picks
Market Metrix

A

resort’s employees can make or break its
success, which is why Cherokee Nation
Enterprises chose Market Metrix to conduct
surveys of workers at each of its seven properties to address problem areas and boost
employee satisfaction.
Market Metrix’s Employee Metrix process
produces results that in turn help casino operators create an optimal workforce. Market Metrix
will enable Cherokee Nation Enterprises’ properties to improve in all areas, and to better their
employees, which will aid with customer retention. CNE hopes using Market Metrix will
improve customer service at all of its properties.
“We chose Market Metrix for its online
reporting systems, including action planning
tools located in one central place, which makes
it easy for me to measure progress across our
seven casino operations,” said Sharon Fagan,
manager of leadership development and education for CNE. “Our employee engagement
results tie to both customer satisfaction and
operational metrics, like employee turnover,
which makes it easy to hone in on specific issues
that will have the greatest impact.”
10

Foxwoods boosts efficiency
with new system

F

oxwoods Resort Casino in Connecticut
recently installed the Rainmaker Group’s
Revenue Management System Product Suite, a
system that is designed to help casino operators
determine how to best use their resources.
The Product Suite makes revenue forecasts
and recommendations for room rates and
staffing levels based on productivity. The system
evaluates each segment’s efficiency and will help
Foxwoods executives maximize the potential of
their resort.
“Rainmaker’s revolutionary Revenue
Management Suite is an essential tool for profitably operating a large multi-property casino
hotel enterprise like Foxwoods,” said Zan Miller,
Foxwoods' executive director of revenue management. “Rainmaker enables Foxwoods to maximize segment profitability even in periods of
fluctuating consumer demand and shifts in our
markets. We use the system for accurate segment
profitability forecasting and it provides pertinent
data to identify areas of demand opportunity.”
The system is currently installed at properties owned by some of the most successful hotel
and casino brands in the world, including Boyd
Gaming, MGM Mirage and Trump
Entertainment Resorts.

Bally expands in Mexico
with Pringsa deal

B

ally Technologies Inc. and Mexican gaming
operator Pringsa Corp. have inked a deal
that will make Bally the exclusive provider of
Pringsa’s casino management systems. Pringsa’s
properties will also install many of Bally’s gaming machines on the casino floor.
Bally’s management system includes player
tracking, cage accounting, promotions, bonusing and the iVIEW network. Bally’s iVIEW network offers downloadable content to players via
built-in screens in gaming machines. The casino
management system will be implemented
throughout Pringsa’s 36 properties.
Bally also has the option to install up to
2,000 of its Alpha Elite video and mechanicalreel gaming machines within the next two years.
Bally CEO Richard Haddrill released a
statement to the Associated Press that detailed
Bally Technologies’ excitement about their new
partnership with Pringsa.
“This agreement paves the way for Bally to
further expand its games and systems presence
in one of the industry's leading growth markets,” Haddrill said.
In its commitment to bringing new systems
and technology to Mexico, Bally will provide all
materials in Spanish, including reports, training
guides and screens.
“We are eagerly anticipating upgrading our
technology with Bally’s advanced system features
and Networked Floor of the Future tools, which
will help us meet our goal to provide players
with more advanced promotions, incentives,
and rewards for their loyalty,” said Pringsa CEO
Jose Angel Lopez.
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Don Barden’s Majestic Star Casino LLC has
engaged XRoads Solutions Group to examine
recapitalizing or reorganizing the financially
wobbly Indiana casino operator. Other “strategic
alternatives” could include selling the twin
Majestic Star riverboat casinos in Gary. The evaluation of Majestic Star finances came as the
company told the Securities and Exchange
Commission it would miss a $24 million payment
due on debt of $572.8 million. The general economy, increasing competition and a Colorado
casino smoking ban led to hiring the financial
adviser, Barden said in statement. Early this year,
he lost control of the planned Majestic Star in
Pittsburgh after defaulting on a $200 million loan
and missing contractor payments. • The U.K.
government has announced it will suspend activities on the planned sale of the state-owned Tote
until market conditions improve. Goldman Sachs
advised that the current valuation of £280 million
for the network of 540 betting shops is at least
£120 million lower than before the economy
went south. • London will most likely have a
new casino at the famous Hippodrome in
Leicester Square. United Leisure Gaming has
now received approval for a gaming license after
having been turned down originally. • Armed
clashes on the Thai-Cambodian border have led
Thai players to avoid Cambodian casinos in
favor of those in neighboring Myanmar.
Allure Resort and Regina Hotel & Golf Club are
among those that have been picking up the extra
business. • The California Gambling Control
Commission has voted to impose minimum internal control standards on all the state’s tribal casinos despite objections from most of the state’s
gaming tribes and the state attorney general. The
move is expected to cause a legal battle over the
state’s authority to unilaterally set the rules, which
mainly cover casino cash handling. Tribes have
30 days to comment on the MICS before the
commission’s final vote, which could come in
mid-December.
•
The two-months-old
Lakeshore Against Casino Expansion group has
started circulating petitions to block the off-reservation casino that Michigan’s Little River Band of
Ottawa Indians plans for the former Great
Lakes Downs racetrack in Fruitport Township.
Speaking at an early LACE meeting was Todd
Boorsma of Michigan Gambling Opposition, a
citizens group that has run lengthy legal actions
to delay other tribal casinos in the state. • The
Blue Chip Casino Hotel in Michigan City,
Indiana, plans October 29 and November 8 job
fairs to find 200 workers for its new, 302-room
luxury hotel. The $130 million expansion is due
to open in January. • Last month, the Palazzo
Resort Hotel Casino debuted its new signature restaurant, LAVO. Chef Ludovic “Ludo”
Lefebvre is responsible for the new restaurant’s
menu, which is inspired by Mediterranean bathhouses. Beyond the food, there are many accoutrements that directly reference the region’s culture, including a wood-burning stove, outdoor
hookah lounge and 32 Turkish sinks. A glass and
wood-screened bridge leads to an upstairs nightclub. • Las Vegas Casino Lines' Liquid
Vegas, Port Canaveral's latest gambling ship, is
ready to sail. With a capacity of 893, the ship
joins SunCruz Casino's SunCruz XII at the port; a
11

third ship from Miami-based Omega
Commercial Finance is also planned. Liquid
Vegas will offer day and evening cruises seven
days a week. • Foxwoods Resort Casino
and its dealers, represented by the UAW, have
agreed to sit down to talk—but under tribal law,
not U.S. labor law. The Mashantucket Pequot
have not backed down from their claim that they
are not required to operate under the rules of the
National Labor Relations Board, which recently
ordered the tribe to begin negotiations with the
union, which organized more than 2,000 dealers last November. They have promised to take
the issue to federal court if pressed—but at the
same time they have always said they were
ready to negotiate with the union using tribal law.
One of the main differences is that strikes are not
allowed under tribal law. Instead there is binding
arbitration. Both parties agreed to try out negotiations for a month, without giving up their legal
rights. • The Keeneland Race Course in
Lexington, Kentucky, is asking area residents for
ideas on renovating the 72-year-old track where
crowds of 25,000 find only 8,500 seats available, but a casino probably won’t be part of the
new master plan. After a public forum where
higher-tech betting facilities were among recommendations, Keeneland President Nick
Nicholson noted that the grandstand cannot
accommodate a casino—which would be illegal
unless present law is changed—and the current
plan is to handle crowds, not add buildings. •
LPCiminelli has been hired to construct a new
racetrack-casino-entertainment complex in
Miami. The $91 million Flagler Racetrack expansion, being developed in conjunction with Magic
City Casino, includes a casino, restaurants, and
3,500-seat amphitheater is also planned. •
Empire Resorts Inc. and Concord Associates LP
announced last week that it has received $250
million in financing for a $1 billion Catskills resort
project from Union Labor Life Insurance
Co., an insurer with close ties to organized labor.
• Developers in Delaware want to build a harness racing track north of Millsboro, and plan
to open in the summer of 2011. A one-mile long
track and clubhouse could be augmented by
hotels, shopping and a family entertainment
complex (not to mention a racino), say the developers.
• Station Casinos recently
announced the selection of gaming industry veteran John Fort as Aliante Station’s director of
gaming operations. Fort, who has worked in
both Las Vegas and Atlantic City for almost 40
years, will supervise all casino operations when
Aliante Station opens November 11. His responsibilities include overseeing table games and the
poker room, as well as the race and sports book.
Station Casinos plucked Fort from its in-house
operations—the Aliante director of operations
has worked for Station for four years in various
capacities at Palace Station, Green Valley Ranch
and Santa Fe Station. Before joining the team at
Station Casinos, Fort worked at MGM Grand,
Harrah’s and Flamingo in Las Vegas, as well as
Caesars in Atlantic City.
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Good News, Bad News

K

irk Kerkorian, the majority shareholder in
MGM Mirage, last week had a setback.
Kerkorian’s Tracinda Corp. last week sold 7.3
million shares of auto-maker Ford Motor Co. The
shares were part of 140 million shares of the company that Tracinda paid almost $1 billion for earlier
this year. After the sale last week, Tracinda said it had
hired an investment bank to advise it on the sale of
the balance of the shares. Should the sale go off a the
current share price—$2.26— Kerkorian stands to
lose nearly $700 million.
The good news? In a press release, Tracinda said
it will refocus its attention on its gambling and energy interests. MGM Mirage could use his full attention at this time.

Card Carrying

A

nother issue to be decided next week in the
November 4 general election in the U.S. is the
future of labor unions. The organizations have
thrown their considerable support behind Barrack
Obama because the payoff could be huge—and a
looming disaster for many companies, including
those in gaming.
It seems Obama supports something called the
“Employee Free Choice Act,” which is actually just
the opposite. This act would do away with private
balloting, and mandate instead the dreaded “card

check,” where union organizers approach employees
and ask them to sign up for the union. It’s a fact that
most employees are intimidated by such a tactic and
often sign, despite the fact they may not favor unionization.
Because it also appears that Congress appears to
be going solidly Democratic, as well, Republican
opposition to the act would be ignored.
This spells bad news for the non-union Nevada
casino companies like Station Casinos and Las Vegas
Sands—which might explain why Chairman
Sheldon Adelson supports Republican John McCain.

IGRA Intents

T

he U.S. press continues occasional “20-yearsafter” glimpses at the convoluted, sometimes
turbulent history of the federal Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act, signed by then-President Ronald
Reagan October 17, 1988. The Las Vegas ReviewJournal found consequences for better or worse.
The law originated after states sought congressional help to control gambling following the U.S.
Supreme Court Cabazon ruling in 1987. It gave that
California tribe rights to run gambling operations
without state regulation. IGRA requires state gaming
compacts for slot machines.
“I don’t think anyone ever thought the result
would be as dramatic as it has been,” said Frank
Fahrenkopf, president of the American Gaming
Association.

More than 500 tribal casinos grossed $26 billion
nationwide last year while about half as many in
Nevada grossed $12.8 billion.
“I believe the expectation of almost every lawmaker in 1988 was that the future of Indian gaming
was going to be in high-stakes bingo,” said Phil
Hogen, chairman of the National Indian Gaming
Commission.
“IGRA is one of the ugliest pieces of legislation
there is,” said University of Arizona law professor
Kevin Washburn, a former counsel for the National
Indian Gaming Commission. “That old saying
about legislation being like making sausage fits it.”
Allowing tribes to arrange only seven-year contracts with outside casino managers, for instance,
makes IGRA “unduly paternalistic,” Washburn says.
“The tribes have become capable business people at
this point and if they want a 20-year contract, they
should be able to get it.”
“What other business in America has a federal
law that tells it what it has to do?” said Ernie Stevens
Jr., chairman of the National Indian Gaming
Association.
Even if IGRA strikes many tribes as infringing
on their sovereignty, most resist changing it, the R-J
said. The law has helped many toward development,
self-reliance, prosperity—a phenomenon yet to
spread evenly across the United States, however—
and provides their members almost half the 700,000
jobs now found in the tribal gaming industry.

Joe Hasson, General Manager, and Carol Thompson,
Assistant General Manager, Aliante Station
This week, the Global Gaming Business Podcast features an interview
with Joe Hasson, the senior vice president and general manager, and
Carol Thompson, assistant general manager, of Aliante Station in
North Las Vegas.
Aliante Station will open on November 11 in a deflated economy. But
Joe Hasson and Carol Thompson are confident that the Station
Casinos’ property will thrive because it was built for the long term in a
community that bears the same name in the northern part of the Las
Vegas Valley. The property brings many of the amenities that have
become popular at other Station casinos but has enough personality
of its own that it should become a popular sport in North Las Vegas.
The two executives spoke with Global Gaming Business Publisher
Roger Gros at their Aliante offices in North Las Vegas in October.
Each week, the Global Gaming Business Podcast discusses the business of gaming with the personalities that make it happen. Hear the
experts in their own words explain the issues and their views on the
gaming industry worldwide.
To access the Global Gaming Business Podcast, visit the Global
Gaming Business website, www.ggbmagazine.com and click on the
link for the Global Gaming Business Podcast. You’ll find the weekly
Global Gaming Business Podcast as well as archives and other valuable information.
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